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FOREWARD
This document summarizes efforts undertaken as part of the Illinois All-Hazards Transportation 
System Vulnerability Assessment. The assessment generated four separate technical reports: 
Asset Classification Report, Hazard Classification Report, Vulnerability Report, and Action Plan. 
The full project report contains materials designated as Sensitive Security Information (SSI) by the 
Secretary of Transportation under 49 U.S.C. 44921. Pieces of the report containing SSI will not be 
made available to the public. The information contained in this summary report is intended to 
provide the public with insights to and results of the study. 
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Vulnerability Assessments

The Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) last completed 
a transportation vulnerability assessment in 2003. This followed 
the tragic events of September 11, 2001, and like many studies 
developed by state and federal agencies at that time, the focus 
was on terrorist threats. The current vulnerability study was 
motivated by global events related to an increase in extreme 
weather events. In 2012 the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHWA) released The Climate Change and Extreme Weather 
Vulnerability Assessment Framework as a guidance document 
for state transportation departments in developing techniques 
to measure resiliency within the transportation network 
under changing weather conditions. In 2013, Hurricane Sandy 
alone resulted in the U.S. DOT releasing $3 billion in funds to 
strengthen resiliency to extreme weather events on top of the 
$5.7 billion allocated for recovery projects from the storm. 
The FHWA is looking to the states to evaluate their existing 
transportation infrastructure for preparedness to extreme 
weather events as well as how future projects can be designed 
with greater resiliency, where necessary.  

States across the country have been developing pilot projects 
for FHWA since the release of the 2012 guidance. IDOT took 
a unique approach by developing a vulnerability assessment 
which evaluates risks as they exist now, and how they may exist 
in the future with a changing environment. 

What is a vulnerability assessment? At its core, vulnerability 
is the potential susceptibility of something to damage. A 
vulnerability assessment seeks to answer the questions of 
“What is vulnerable?” and “How is it vulnerable?”. Every 
assessment becomes tailored to the specific thing being 
assessed and the limits set in the evaluation process. An 
epidemiologist, for example, studies the transmission of 
disease outbreaks, but each study must narrow the scope to 
clearly identify what should be considered at risk (only humans 
or humans and other animals, only children or children and 
adults, etc.), and what they are specifically at risk from (which 
viral and/or bacterial infections). A clearly defined scope is 
paramount to receiving full value from any assessment.

Risk. Threat. Source. Hazard. Vulnerability. Terminology 
is important, and must be kept in context with the use in 
each assessment. After all, one landscaper may call a short 
woody plant a shrub, while another a might call it a tree. If 
an assessment doesn’t define what a shrub or tree is, then 
it may be difficult to determine if differences between them 
are important. Some assessments may use terms like risk and 
vulnerability interchangeably, while others use the same terms 
to distinguish two different concepts. Clarity of the process 
requires clarity of the terminology. 
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DEFINING TRANSPORTATION ASSETS

One may assume that an IDOT vulnerability assessment would 
focus mainly on roadways and bridges, as these are the pieces 
of infrastructure most associated with the agency. However, 
IDOT is an intermodal agency that also provides regulatory 
oversight, technical support, and/or operational support to 
air, rail, and bus services in the state. IDOT also oversees the 
supporting operations and maintenance infrastructure that the 
transportation system could not function without (snowplows, 
weigh stations, drainage pumps, etc.). 

The initial phase of this study focused on defining the 
limitations of what assets would be included. Whether road, 
rail, or otherwise, the compilation of assets needed to be 
sorted and categorized. For reference, there are approximately 
150,000 miles of roadway and more than 35,000 bridge and 
drainage structures tracked by IDOT. Although IDOT has a 
certain level of oversight on local routes, responsibilities for 
maintaining the various highways are divided between state 

Part 1: Introduction

In Illinois, businesses, residents, 
and visitors have access to one 
of the largest and most effective 
multi-modal transportation 
systems in the nation. This 
includes roads, railways, airways, 
waterways, canals, and terminals 
such as airports, railway stations, 
bus stations, warehouses, and 
intermodal facilities. Illinois’ 
centralized geographic location, 
as well as the diversity of 
available transportation options, 
places the Illinois transportation 
system in an essential role in the 
nation’s ability to move goods 
and people. 

and local road jurisdictions. With respect to rail, IDOT supports 
Amtrak routes to provide passenger rail services in Illinois, but 
does not own the railroad tracks the passenger trains operate 
on. Instead, private freight companies enter into cooperative 
service agreements to share rights to the tracks, and IDOT 
and the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) agree to pay for 
upgrades and/or certain portions of the maintenance to keep 
the line in order. Decisions on what assets should be included 
or excluded from the study centered around IDOT’s role in 
operation and maintenance, and their contribution to regional 
and/or national public transportation.

The Asset Classification Report evaluated the transportation 
resources throughout the state and consolidated them into four 
broad categories:

Transportation Corridors Bridge Infrastructure
Operations   Transportation Hubs
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Corridors capture the physical 
footprint of a roadway or 
railway route in its entirety 
within Illinois. Corridors 
represent the line connecting 
Point A to Point B. 

Bridge Infrastructure 
represents the pieces of a 
corridor which cross over 
or under something. This 
includes not just bridges, but 
also culverts and tunnels.

Operations captures the 
parts of the supporting 
infrastructure of the corridors. 
Operations represents the 
pieces seen and unseen by 
the public, and includes both 
amenities (e.g. rest areas) and 
necessities (e.g. salt storage). 

Transportation Hubs capture 
the infrastructure used as a 
primary designated transfer 
point between intermodal 
services. Hubs include stations 
and ports, and represent 
facilities where the type 
of transportation services 
changes (i.e. take a cab to the 
airport to get on an airplane).* 

*This category was defined in the 
Asset Classification Report as part 
of classifying all transportation 
components; however, this group of 
assets was excluded from the study. 
  

TRANSPORTATION CORRIDORS TRANSPORTATION HUBSOPERATIONSBRIDGE INFRASTRUCTURE

This study includes more than 
14,000 miles of roadways, 
nearly 14,500 bridges, 55 

daily rail routes, and 400+ 
operations locations. 
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Part 1: Introduction

REFINING HAZARDS & RISKS
A hazard can be defined generically as a source of danger or 
risk. The terms risk and hazard can often be interchanged, but 
this vulnerability assessment distinguishes these terms such 
that a ‘hazard’ represents a source event while the ‘risk’ is the 
associated negative outcome. For example, flooding would be 
a hazard while the risk could be structural damage. This subtle 
difference was instituted to keep apples with apples when 
discussing risk across asset types. Evaluating how flooding can 
damage a bridge, road, or building is different. The flooding is 
consistent as a hazard, but the types of risk can vary between 
asset categories (for example, a flooded road can shut down 
part of the transportation network, but a flooded maintenance 
building may not affect the transportation network). 

The title of ‘All-Hazards’ identifies the intent of the study to be 
as inclusive as possible when considering the types of hazards 
transportation assets may be exposed to. A Hazard Classification 
Report was developed to identify the myriad of hazards assets 
could be exposed to, then narrowed down the list to those 
hazards considered to warrant more detailed evaluation. The 
first major step was to divide the hazards into two principle 
classifications: Manmade and Natural. 

Manmade hazards are those types of events caused by 
people; natural hazards are those types associated with severe 
weather and geologically related events. Potential hazards were 
reviewed for their relevance to transportation assets and for 
the geographic area (Illinois) to determine applicability to the 
vulnerability assessment. The study narrowed the hazards to 
nine primary categories (shown right). 

MANMADE HAZARDS
Chemical/Biological/Radiological/Nuclear (CBRN) Incidents

Explosives

Small Arms Attack

Electro-magnetic Pulse

Cyber-attack

NATURAL HAZARDS
Precipitation (Flooding, Snow, & Ice)

Temperature (Freeze/Thaw Cycling & Extreme Heat and Cold)

Wind (Tornado and Straight-Line Winds)

Geologic (Landslide, Earthquake, Subsidence, & Sinkholes)
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RESILIENCY
Resiliency within a transportation system is 
expressed by its ability to both handle stresses 
and quickly recover when those stresses result 
in damage.  Resiliency doesn’t necessarily mean 
all parts are impervious to damage, rather it is 
the combination of resistance, redundancy, and 
response plans. The purpose of a vulnerability 
study is to identify risk to assets from a defined 
hazard (or set of hazards) in order to be aware 
of weaknesses in the system exist that impact 
its resilience. Without understanding the 
how, what, when, where, and why, there is 
no way to be prepared for or offset that risk. 
The FHWA used the term ‘adaptive capacity’ 
in their 2012 framework to describe the 
ability for infrastructure to be resistant to the 
hazards associated with climate change, and 
for services to be restored quickly in the event 
of a negative impact from a hazard. Adaptive 
capacity becomes a measurement of resiliency; 
the use of the word ‘adaptive’ implies a change 
in the risk. This study seeks to first measure the 
vulnerability of assets to existing hazards, then 
identify the means to measure any change in 
risk from those hazards as a result of climate 
change. The goal is to clearly understand 1) 
the here-and-now, 2) what the potential future 
scenario could be, and 3) how that interaction 
impacts vulnerability. If those three parts are 
defined, a measurement of resiliency can be 
provided for both existing and projected future 
conditions. 

GLOBAL WARMING, CLIMATE CHANGE, EXTREME WEATHER…
The old saying goes, ‘Being a weatherman is the best job to have - it’s the only one where you get 
to be wrong more than half the time and keep your job.’ Although the phrase is always good for a 
chuckle, it couldn’t be farther from the truth. Weather forecasting has become extremely accurate 
and critical for emergency managers when making decisions on mobilizing resources during 
extreme weather events. Scientific measuring tools and forecast modeling have become incredibly 
sophisticated in their predictive capabilities. The American Global Forecasting System (GFS) and 
the European Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) are two of the most powerful 
models in the world and regularly compete with each other. They are not always 100% accurate, but 
one of them typically captures the most significant events, such as when the ECMWF predicted the 
left hook of Hurricane Sandy. Models such as these provide the opportunity to see future dangers 
and plan accordingly. Climate models follow suit with weather models and provide the same 
opportunity for understanding future dangers, but on a much larger timeline. 

Most natural hazards are caused by weather. This all-hazards assessment incorporates a climate 
change scenario to evaluate potential changes over time to risks posed by various natural hazards 
given the current understanding of weather on the planet. Weather is an extremely complex subject 
for which scientists can spend their entire careers learning about. The typical person may hear the 
occasional news report or see graphs depicting rises in global temperatures, but it can be difficult 
to connect melting glaciers in remote areas with weather events that can affect people in Oregon, 
Virginia, or Illinois. A later chapter in this report, Climate & Weather, provides a brief discussion on 
what causes our weather, and how changes to things like ocean temperatures can result in changes 
to weather patterns. 
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Part 2: Study Components

ASSETS CONSIDERED

The purpose of the vulnerability study was to conduct a statewide evaluation of transportation 
assets. Illinois is not a small state. Illinois has a lot of transportation assets. The sheer volume of 
resources prevents an individualistic approach to asset evaluation. To manage the information, 
the selection of assets was required to be contained within a database format where it could be 
sorted, grouped, and processed. IDOT maintains numerous independent databases from which 
asset data were drawn. Additional data relevant to hazards were pulled from other state and 
federal agencies for incorporation into a single master asset database. Within this mountain 
of data, the study had to clearly define the limitations of what was being evaluated in the final 
assessment. 

The McCluggage Bridge 
carries U.S. Route 150 

over Upper Peoria Lake 
on the Illinois River. This is 
just one of the thousands 
of assets analyzed as part 
of this vulnerability study.
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Part 2: Study Components

TRANSPORTATION CORRIDORS
The total sphere of the defined corridors in Illinois would 
include all road and rail routes. This was the starting point 
for consideration; from here the representative routes were 
selected for evaluation. 

ROADWAY CORRIDORS
Roadway Corridors were 
reduced to those primarily 
maintained by IDOT and 
designated as state or federal 
routes, or as part of the 
National Highway System 
(NHS). A designated route 
includes named routes such 
as Interstate 55, Illinois Route 
1, and U.S. Route 30. County 
highways and local municipal 
roads were not included 
unless they are part of the 
NHS. The NHS designation 

Interstates
23 Routes, over 2,000 miles

Federal Routes
26 Routes, over 3,000 miles

State Routes
155 Routes, over 8,000 miles

‘Unmarked’ NHS Routes
over 300 routes, less than 1,000 
miles *

includes all federal routes and 
some state routes, and also 
includes local road segments 
which are considered vital to 
the nation’s economy, defense, 
and/or mobility. NHS segments 
on local roads often only cover 
a short distance, but connect 
airports, train stations, or 
other important components 
within the transportation 
network. These selected 
routes are all instrumental for 
statewide planning by IDOT. 

*Unmarked routes are generally locally named streets without state or federal 
route designations.
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RAIL CORRIDORS
Rail Corridors were reduced to those routes providing 
passenger rail service. Amtrak operates 14 service routes in or 
through Illinois; however, most of these share track space with 
other routes. For example, the Lincoln Service is a state route 
connecting St. Louis to Chicago; the Texas Eagle is a national 
route connecting Chicago to San Antonio [Texas]. Within Illinois, 
both service routes operate on the same line of tracks. All 
service routes converge at Union Station in Chicago like spokes 
on a bicycle wheel. Freight rail is an important economic driver 
in Illinois, but managing passenger rail service routes is an 
integral part of IDOT’s responsibilities. 

California Zephyr
2 trains per day

Capitol Limited
2 trains per day

Cardinal
1 train per day

City of New Orleans
2 trains per day

Empire Builder
2 trains per day

Lake Shore Limited
1 train per day

Southwest Chief
2 trains per day

Texas Eagle
2 trains per day

Hoosier State
1 train per day

Lincoln Service
8 trains per day

Illini & Saluki Service
4 trains per day

Carl Sandburg & 
Illinois Zephyr Service
4 trains per day

Hiawatha
14 trains per day

Michigan Service
10 trains per day
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BRIDGE INFRASTRUCTURE
The evaluation of bridges was 
limited to those associated 
with the selected road and 
rail corridors. This asset 
category includes all structures 
which pass over or under the 
corridor, not just the structure 
carrying traffic on the 
designated routes. Railroad 
bridges which are not on state 
owned property (roadway 
right-of-way) are not captured 
in the IDOT database.

The railroad bridges presented 
a limitation for the study. IDOT 
is responsible for gathering 
information on all bridge 
structures within its right-
of-way. Any combination 
of a roadway bridge over a 
railroad, or a railroad bridge 
over a roadway will result in 

Part 2: Study Components

the information about the 
bridge being captured in 
the statewide database. Any 
railroad bridge over another 
railroad or over water that 
doesn’t fall on state owned 
property is only tracked by the 
railroad owner. Information 
maintained by the railroads 
is not publicly available, 
and likely not documented 
in a similar format to IDOT 
standards (meaning it’s not 
necessarily directly compatible 
with the evaluation criteria). 
Hence, the bridges carried 
forward for evaluation capture 
all the structures associated 
with the roadways, but do 
not capture all the structures 
associated with the railroads. 

Roughly 14,500 bridges were 
included in the study. 
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OPERATIONS
Supporting transportation infrastructure was consolidated to 
approximately 400 IDOT owned and managed facilities. 

These included:
Rest Areas
Weigh Stations
Communication Towers 
Ferries
Pump Houses
Maintenance Yards
Headquarter Buildings
Storage Facilities
Salt Domes

Facilities are represented on the adjacent map as single 
locations, though a given location may have multiple operations. 
For example, the location of the District 8 headquarters is not 
only a regional headquarters building, but also includes a pump 
house and communication tower on the property. The 400+ 
locations were reviewed for each operational contribution to 
the transportation system.  
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Part 2: Study Components

HAZARDS CONSIDERED

The manmade and natural hazards considered appropriate to carry forward were introduced 
in Part 1. No further detailed information regarding manmade hazards will be discussed 
under this section due to security considerations. 

How the study narrowed down the hazard types was an important part of evaluating risk. A 
clear distinction was made between the transportation system and the participants in the 
system. Snow covered roads can create dangerous driving conditions which can increase the 
potential for both fender benders and fatal accidents; however, this vulnerability study does 
not consider the impacts of the hazards to individual drivers on the road. Instead, the study 
focuses on how a hazard can impact asset infrastructure such that the system is impaired, 
e.g. how is a bridge at risk from snow, not how is the car driving on the bridge at risk from 
the snow.  

Different states around the country are exposed to different environmental stressors, and 
each state may be impacted differently by climate change. Illinois was evaluated based on 
environmental hazards that could occur within the state, how each of those hazards can 
impact the transportation system, and which of those hazards are potentially influenced 
by climate change. The initial review of potential natural hazards included: sea-level rise, 
storm surges, volcanic activity, avalanches, fog, wildfires, and drought. Each of these was 
considered inappropriate to carry forward due to its low likelihood of occurring in the state, 
or its unlikelihood of impacting infrastructure. The natural hazards carried forward for further 
evaluation were grouped into four major categories: Precipitation, Temperature, Wind, and 
Geologic. Each category contained the types of hazards which could be generated from a 
similar source. 

The definition of a hazard ‘source’ was flexible within the interpretation for preparation of 
categories. A thunderstorm could be the source of a tornado and heavy rains, but this study 
categorized source such that these two hazards were separated by form into precipitation 
and wind categories. Each of these hazard types was evaluated independently for how it 
could impact assets.  
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INCLUDED NATURAL HAZARDS

Precipitation (Flooding, Snow, & Ice)
Flooding can produce significant destruction of infrastructure. Flooding can be generally divided 
between flash floods and non-flash floods, based on the speed at which the event occurs. Flash 
flooding typically occurs higher up in a watershed and develops within six hours of a storm; 
non-flash flooding occurs lower in the watershed and develops after six hours of a storm.  
Flash floods are the more violent of the two as the runoff from surrounding land happens so 
fast it overwhelms the drainageways and drainage systems because the water cannot move 
downstream fast enough to stay in the channel. Flash floods have swift moving water which 
quickly picks up debris and generates strong scour forces. 

One of the strong drivers of severe weather in the Midwest is the interaction between the warm 
moist air moving northeast from the Gulf of Mexico colliding with the cooler air driven south 
from northern Canada. With the potential for increased moisture in the future under current 
climate change conditions, severe storms are projected to have the capacity to produce heavier 
rainfalls in Illinois. 

Extreme winter events include blizzards and ice storms. Neither of these, nor typical snow or ice 
accumulation by itself tend to cause significant damage to the transportation infrastructure itself. 
Snow and ice can cause poor driving conditions which can cause accidents; however, accidents 
are a normal part of the network operation were not included within the assessment as a hazard. 
Snow and ice do result in a cumulative maintenance impact to infrastructure from the wear and 
tear from de-icing chemicals and plowing. The form that precipitation is likely to take (snow, ice, 
rain) is difficult to predict. The overall warming trend will result in fewer days below freezing in 
Illinois. Precipitation during the winter period is anticipated to increase over the next several 
decades; the resulting form of precipitation will likely be highly variable year to year. 

Major flood events can create washouts behind bridge structures, potentially 
compromising the integrity of the bridge. 

Precipitation in the form of rain, snow, or ice can create a cumulative 
maintenance impact to Illinois infrastructure as seen in the images above. 
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Part 2: Study Components

Temperature (Freeze-Thaw / Heat & Cold)
Freezing water expands in volume by ~10% which allows liquid to break solid rock. Water freezing within the pores and linings 
of concrete and asphalt can cause deterioration, and repetitive cycling between liquid and ice states accelerates the process. 
Roadways are further damaged by the rising and sinking of the subsoils under the road surface during these events. Uneven 
freezing and thawing of roadway subsoils can lead to the formation of ruts in the road surface. Currently, every county in Illinois 
experiences some freeze-thaw cycles each year, though the number of days varies across the state and from year to year. The total 
annual number of days below freezing is projected to decrease in the future, but this warming could actually result in an increase 
of freeze-thaw cycles in certain parts of the state where temperatures may hover above freezing during the day and dip below 
overnight more often. 

The terms “extreme heat” or “extreme cold” are relative to the starting reference point. Extreme heat in Antarctica vs. Florida 
mean different things in context, but extreme in the context of Illinois refers to temperatures where infrastructure is stressed. 
Transportation infrastructure is generally less susceptible to damage by cold than by heat. Plastics and steel tend to become 
brittle under extreme cold; however, temperatures required to cause structural issues are far below anything which would be 
experienced in the state. Extreme heat for Illinois is defined by the number of days where temperatures average in or above 
the nineties (degrees Fahrenheit).  95⁰F is typically used as a representative value for estimating annual counts. At these 
temperatures, the potential for heat buckling in road surfaces and rail lines increases. The average number of days above 95 varies 
from 10 days around Chicago to 30 around Cairo; these averages may potentially increase by a factor of two over the coming 70-
80 years. Chicago, for example, could experience nearly three weeks each summer above 95 degrees by 2100. 



The average number of 
tornadoes in Illinois over 

the last century each year is 
approximately 60; however, 
anomalies do occur such as 
no recorded events in 1919 
or double of the number of 

average events in 2006 when 
124 were recorded. Climate 

change may cause an increase 
in the average number per 

year over the coming decades. 
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Wind (Tornados & Straight-line Winds)
Illinois ranks fifth in the United States for the most tornadoes 
per square mile. The Federal Emergency Management Agency 
(FEMA) considers tornadoes to be nature’s most violent storms, 
with whirling winds potentially exceeding 300 miles per hour 
(mph), and generating damage paths in excess of one mile 
wide and 50 miles long. Most tornadoes in Illinois have winds 
ranging from 110-167mph, strong enough to cause severe 
damage to most transportation assets. Straight-line winds (also 
called a Derecho or a downburst) can occur in association with 
extreme thunderstorms and can produce wind gusts in excess 
of 130mph. Climate models for the Midwest generally do not 
project locations for, or an average number of, these extreme 
events. Climate models generally seek to predict the overall 
conditions which may be present for the potential for their 
formations. The higher variability in the jet streams and the 
increased energy/moisture in the atmosphere from Gulf waters 
during certain seasonal periods provide the potential for an 
increase in these events in the future. 
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Part 2: Study Components

Geologic (Earthquakes, Landslides, Sinkholes, & Subsidence) 
Illinois is at risk from two major seismic zones, the Wabash Valley Seismic Zone (WVSZ) and the New Madrid Seismic Zone (NMSZ). 
The Wabash Valley Zone is located between southeastern Illinois and southwestern Indiana. The NMSZ is located in the Central 
Mississippi Valley and includes portions of Alabama, Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Missouri, Mississippi, and Tennessee. 
During any 50-year time span, there is a 25 to 40 percent chance of a magnitude 6.0 or greater earthquake in this seismic zone. 
Since 1974, the year network monitoring of seismic activity began, more than 3,000 earthquakes have been recorded in the 
NMSZ. Fortunately, none of these earthquakes has exceeded a magnitude of 5.0, and most occurred without our noticing. The 
largest earthquake in recent years occurred in the WVSZ. This earthquake registered a magnitude of 5.4 and occurred in Mt. 
Carmel, Illinois on April 18th, 2008. The review of literature does not suggest that seismic zones which could affect Illinois would 
be influenced by the potential triggers that could be associated with climate change.

Landslides can be triggered by water, earthquakes, and volcanic activity, but intense rainfall or snowmelt are the primary causes. 
They often happen simultaneously with flooding and can be more easily triggered after a fire has removed the vegetation from a 
slope. According to an inventory of landslides in Illinois conducted by the Illinois State Geologic Survey (ISGS), at least $8 million 
in damages from landslides have been documented since 1928. The compiled data show that most landslides in the state have 
been induced by construction activities and that most occur along the Illinois and the Mississippi Rivers. Intense rainfall over a 
short period of time has been correlated with an increased probability of landslides. The projections for Illinois to see an increase 
of intense precipitation events increases the potential for landslide occurrences in the future, but there is currently no method to 
predict this. 

Sinkholes can be generally defined as a cavity in the ground caused by water erosion or mine subsidence. Sometimes the ground 
slowly subsides, other times it collapses instantaneously. Sinkholes naturally form in certain types of rock formations where the 
underlying rock can be dissolved by groundwater. Areas where these conditions occur and sinkholes are prevalent are referred 
to as karst terrain. Sinkholes in Illinois are prevalent within Monroe, Randolph and St. Clair Counties. This area is often called the 
Illinois Sinkhole Plain, with an estimated 10,000 sinkhole features. Natural Sinkhole formation in Illinois generally is not directly 
linked to climate change. Mine subsidence is a common occurrence in Illinois given the state’s mining history.  Although mines are 
manmade, they are included within the study under natural hazards, and not projected to change regarding climate. ‘Unnatural’ 
sinkholes have become more common in urban areas. These are often associated with underground utilities where subsoil may 
settle or be washed away, and are generally independent of any climate change issues. 
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EXCLUDED NATURAL HAZARDS

Drought & Wildfires
Climate change is expected to cause the transition of 
compressed rain events during the year, with hotter, dryer 
summers and warmer, wetter winters. Additionally, variability 
in weather will likely increase causing seasonal droughts to 
become more severe. Wildfires are typically associated with 
drought; thus, the first response could be to anticipate them 
as a developing problem. While droughts can cause localized 
wildfires in Illinois (now and under climate change scenarios), 
neither the landscape nor the severity of the droughts are 
anticipated to support the type of conditions where wildfire can 
threaten transportation infrastructure. 

Volcanos, Fog, & Avalanches
Illinois does not contain any mountain ranges which have 
geologically active volcanic activity or the elevations to support 
the formation of avalanches. Localized dense fog is not an 
uncommon occurrence in the mornings during spring or fall, 
but fog would not occur at levels warranting consideration 
within the vulnerability assessment in Illinois now nor under any 
projected climate change scenarios. 

Sea-level Rise & Storm Surges  
Sea-level rise is a major concern regarding climate change, and 
the Lake Michigan coastline does make Illinois a coastal state. 
The Great Lakes are considered inland seas and collectively 
comprise the largest body of freshwater on the planet. Current 
melting glaciers and polar ice caps are resulting in a slow and 
steady rise in ocean waters. Storm surges occur when the winds 
from large storms push surface waters closer to the shoreline 
causing inland flooding. As ocean levels rise, storm surges 
such as those associated with Hurricane Sandy can overwhelm 
coastal flood protection measures. Unlike oceanic coastal cities, 
the levels of water in the Great Lakes are not influenced by a 
rise in the oceans; however, they are influenced by the weather 
patterns. Climate research indicates the likelihood of greater 
fluctuations in the lake levels because of climate shifts, but they 
are not anticipated to generate additional flooding along the 
coastline of Lake Michigan. 

“While droughts 
can cause localized 

wildfires in Illinois 
(now or under 

climate change 
scenarios), neither 

the landscape 
nor the severity 
of the droughts 

are anticipated to 
support the type of 

conditions where 
wildfire can threaten 

transportation 
infrastructure.” 
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Part 3: Measuring Vulnerability

DEVELOPED METHODOLOGY

Vulnerability, within this study, is not simply a measurement 
of risk to each separate asset, but the measurement of 
risk to the system.  To further complicate things, this study 
also needed to meet two separate goals simultaneously: 
measure vulnerabilities to traditional hazards, and measure 
vulnerabilities to hazards under projected future conditions 
related to projected climate change. To accomplish this task 
measurements were produced for both the baseline conditions 
and conditions for those hazards which are susceptible to 
change under potential future climate change conditions. The 
resulting comparisons between the baseline and future risk 
scenarios represent the system’s resiliency to climate change.  
The storm surge from Hurricane Sandy, for example, flooded 
multiple underground subway tubes in the Boston-New York 
City metro area.  The flooding resulted in part because the 
system was not anticipated to experience that level of storm 
surge.  Comparing the risk between what infrastructure was 
designed for and what it may be exposed to can identify a 
foreseeable lack of preparedness.

The framework of this assessment established vulnerability 
through measuring the interaction of how:
 

(1) Critical an asset is to the transportation network; 
(2) Exposed an asset would be to a defined hazard; and 
(3) Sensitive an asset is to each hazard.  

Combining the measurements of criticality, exposure, and 
sensitivity generate a Vulnerability Index (VI). The VI score 
considers the interplay of the components such that an asset 
may be highly sensitive to a given hazard, but have a low 
VI because it is not considered critical. Conversely, an asset 

may be highly critical but have the same or lower VI than less 
critical assets because it is either not exposed or not sensitive 
to the selected range of hazards. The multilevel modeling 
produces independent scoring for criticality, risk (exposure and 
sensitivity), and vulnerability which allows project planners to 
parse out the separate components and have the opportunity 
to review by county, district, region, or state which asset 
resources are the most critical or the most at risk independent 
of the overall level of vulnerability. 

Measurements of criticality (and, by extension, vulnerability) 
are protected information. The overall methodology will be 
presented for criticality and vulnerability, but in the interest of 
security, scoring details will limited to the risks associated with 
natural hazards. 
  

CRITICALITY

             EXPOSURE        
   

     SENSITIVITY

Peak vulnerability exists within the area 
overlapped by all three components        
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Part 3: Measuring Vulnerability

The assessment included a synthesis of multiple studies 
and differing methodologies to produce a framework which 
contains enough flexibility to manage the volume of assets, 
their associated data, and assessment needs. The methodology 
created independent evaluations which provide the ability to 
glean information pertinent to different aspects of criticality 
and risk. Limitations of resources and data availability prevented 
a full assessment of all assets, but the study established a 
foundation for future iterations.

Criticality, risk, and vulnerability were measured by generating 
independent evaluation models within a spreadsheet format 
which could interact with the master database containing all 
the information for the assets and the associated hazards. The 
master database was paired with a geodatabase which placed 
all the assets within a geographical mapping environment*. Five 
separate products were prepared using the data: 

 » Criticality Index Classification
 » Risk Analysis Classification [for manmade hazards]
 » Risk Analysis Classification [for existing natural hazards]
 » Risk Analysis Classification [for predicted climate 

change hazards]
 » Vulnerability Index Classification 

*For those readers unsure what a geographical environment is, think of 
Google Earth or any other online mapping tool. The geodatabase takes the 
raw information about something such as a section of road being 2 lanes, 
concrete, and constructed in 1998, and associates that information with a 
point, line, or polygon on a map. 

CRITICALITY, as used in this study, indicates the 
importance of transportation assets within their 
assigned asset category relative to other assets in 
the same asset category. Although the criticality 
scores are not directly comparable between asset 
categories, they do influence each other; i.e. the 
score of a road corridor segment is not directly 
comparable to a bridge structure, but the presence 
of a bridge within a road corridor can influence the 
sensitivity of the corridor.

RISK, as used in this study, is the net effect of 
the measured probability of being exposed to 
a hazard and the sensitivity of the asset to the 
hazard. Exposure is the likelihood of an asset to 
encounter a given hazard without consideration 
of the impact the hazard could have; sensitivity 
measures the effect a hazard would have on an 
asset without consideration of whether or not it 
could be exposed. Evaluating both probability and 
sensitivity separately provide predictability when 
the context changes. In a gross simplification, 
two bridges constructed identically are at equal 
risk from earthquakes when located in the same 
seismic zone while not at equal risk when located 
in different seismic zones. In this example, by 
measuring factors which make bridges susceptible 
to earthquakes independent of exposure then 
allows adjustments to risk should it be determined 
the seismic conditions change in the future. 

CRITICALITY
RISK
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CRITICALITY CLASSIFICATION
Criticality, as defined in the study, is completely independent 
of the risks associated with hazards; therefore, criticality only 
indicates which transportation assets are of the greatest 
importance within their asset category. Determination of 
criticality contains a high degree of complexity as the process 
can easily overlook local and/or regional importance. For 
example, Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) is a key marker for 
roadways in considering criticality; the more cars on the road, 
generally the more important the road is. However, if volume 
becomes the only, or the most heavily weighted variable, then 
critical roads would only occur within the densest urban areas. 
Criticality must balance items such as volume, connectivity, and 
function. 

Determination of criticality for this study was adapted from 
the approach developed as part of the U.S. Department of 
Transportation’s (USDOT) Gulf Coast Study (FHWA-HEP-11-029). 
The study evaluated assets based on different performance 
values from different perspectives. Rating critical infrastructure 
considered the interaction of defined variables separated 
into three groupings of importance: (1) general operation/
use/function; (2) socioeconomic impact; and (3) ability to 
affect health and safety. Following review of numerous other 
methodologies, this was determined the most appropriate for 
adaptation to the Illinois study.

The adaptation maintained of the three overall groupings, but 
tailored these to the study on a global level and for each asset 
category. The three groupings are intended to evaluate an 
asset from different aspects, but special attention was given 
to preventing ‘double dipping’. The same variable was not 
allowed to be evaluated twice by being in more than one group. 

Variables could be similar 
between groups to strengthen 
a position, but not identical. 
For example, a section of 
railroad could be evaluated for 
how many passenger rail trains 
ran per day and separately by 
how many freight trains, but 
not twice for the total number 
of trains. In this situation, 
how many passenger rail 
vs. freight rail trains may be 
carried per day provides two 
discreet pieces of information 
about the railroad even 
though they both add up to 
the total amount of trains per 
day. Depending on whether 
the number of passenger 
or freight rail trains is more 
important, an answer can be 
weighted in the evaluation. 

Adaptation of Importance Groups 
for Illinois

(1) Operational
The immediate impact the infrastructure asset has 
on the function of the transportation system relative 
to other parts of the network if lost. Assets such as a 
bridge or pump house are considered as a whole, while 
roadways and rail lines are considered as segments of 
the whole. These variables are intended to measure 
redundancy or impedances in the system.  

(2) Socioeconomic
The ability of the infrastructure asset to affect the local, 
regional, or national economy through movement of 
goods and services, access to employment centers, 
and the social characteristics of the local community 
relative to other parts of the network. These variables 
measure contributions to community function.

(3) Health and Safety
The potential role infrastructure asset play during 
emergency or hazardous situations relative to other 
parts of the network. These variables measure 
secondary value.
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Queries are questions asked of the data in a formula once information has been properly formatted in a database (e.g. how much traffic does the road carry, how 
many lanes does it have, what seismic zone is it located in, etc.). Variables are the information available for use in the database (i.e. is there information about 
traffic volume?). The availability of useful information is critical to develop a system to measure vulnerability. Once the data were sorted and a variable list was 
completed, it was necessary to decide how much value [weight] to assign to each variable. The weighting process was not predetermined, but a couple of general 
rules of thumbs were followed: 

 » None of the three groups should carry more than 50 percent of the weighting, 
 » The Operational group should have a greater weight than Socioeconomic and Health & Safety in each case

Selection of variables to associate with the Operational, Socioeconomic, and Health and Safety groups was limited to the 
available geospatial data identified during the development of the Asset Classification and Hazard Classification technical reports. 
Direct and indirect information was considered while developing the evaluation criteria. An example of an indirect variable is 
a buffer zone created around a medical facility. There was no way to directly determine whether or not a roadway provides a 
primary access route to a hospital without manually evaluating each roadway throughout the state, but it can be assumed if the 
roadway is within a certain distance of the facility it could become a primary access route during an emergency which would 
increase its importance. A GIS program can query all medical facilities within the state and generate a buffer area which can 
be linked to any roadway segment. Thus, the information is collected without individual reviews. Although direct and indirect 
measurements can be important, variables of direct measurements were typically assigned greater weight. Variable selection and 
weighting were coordinated with the members of the technical working group.

Part 3: Measuring Vulnerability

PROCESSING INFORMATION
IDOT stores bridges and operations facilities as points on a map. These are discreet places which can be easily evaluated. Road 
and rail segments are stored as lines which break depending on the beginning and end points of previous construction projects, 
or where something about the road/rail changes (e.g. a road segment transitions from having a 10ft shoulder to an 8ft shoulder). 
Because of this, the length of the road and rail segments can range from less than 10ft to greater than a mile. Logical termini are 
necessary to evaluate a section of road or rail (i.e. what value does a randomly located 6ft section of road have to the system?). 
So, a set of rules was created to join segments in the geodatabase such that the section evaluated connected pieces of the 
transportation system. Roadway segments were joined such that they broke at intersections or interchanges (this associated 
criticality and risk in context to a reasonable Point A and Point B rather than random termini). Railroad segments were joined such 
that they broke at stations and where service lines joined or split.  

BUFFER 
ZONE
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RISK CLASSIFICATION
A methodology to evaluate risk was developed specifically for 
this project from a mixture of novel concepts and concepts 
gleaned from review of numerous national hazard assessments, 
including FHWA climate change adaptation pilot studies. As 
an all-hazards assessment, the primary focus of risk is the 
identification of threats which can produce immediate and 
permanent harm to infrastructure. As a climate adaptation 
study, a primary purpose is to identify what differences 
exist between the risks from natural hazards now versus an 
estimated projected climate. This study sought to create 
a methodology which could serve both focal points. To 
accommodate these considerations, the evaluation of natural 
hazards was subdivided into three parts.

 » Existing Natural Hazards Risk Analysis
 » Future Natural Hazards Risk Analysis
 » Maintenance Analysis

The natural hazards were selected based on their potential to 
cause damage and/or impact the overall operations. Snow, for 
example, by itself does not directly harm a roadway surface, 
but the supporting infrastructure (e.g. snow plows and salt) 
should be part of the system where snow occurs with regularity. 
Without supporting infrastructure, an 8 or 10inch snowfall 
could shut down access to assets for an extended time, whereas 
with supporting infrastructure the asset remains in service. 
Further, the supporting infrastructure could indirectly result 
in the degradation of an asset (e.g. salt application on bridges 
affecting how quickly rust develops on metal surfaces). If a 
projected climate scenario changes the frequency and intensity 
of a natural hazard, it should be determined whether the hazard 
poses an increased or decreased threat, and whether a change 
in the supporting infrastructure may be required. 

Each natural hazard was separated into a ‘damage event’ or ‘cumulative event’ category based 
on the whether the primary threat produced was an immediate loss of the asset or produced 
certain maintenance requirements and/or additional supporting infrastructure. A damage event 
describes a single event with the potential to cause a catastrophic loss of the asset type. A 
cumulative event describes those events which degrade the asset over time and trigger specific 
maintenance activities, but are considered a normal part of the operation for the asset type. 
The cumulative events would not typically be considered in a vulnerability assessment as they 
are already accounted for in the normal operation and maintenance plans of a transportation 
agency; they are considered within this study to determine if a climate change scenario would 
potentially alter operation and maintenance needs. 

Natural Hazard Type Damage Event Cumulative Event

Precipitation - Flooding Bridges/Corridors/Operations

Precipitation - Snow Bridges/Corridors/Operations

Precipitation - Ice Bridges/Corridors/Operations

Temperature - Freeze/Thaw Bridges/Corridors/Operations

Temperature - Extreme Heat Bridges/Corridors/Operations

Temperature - Extreme Cold Bridges/Corridors/Operations

Wind - Tornadoes/Straight Line Bridges/Corridors/Operations

Geology - Landslide Corridors/Operations/Bridges*

Geology - Earthquake Bridges/Corridors/Operations

Geology - Sinkholes/Subsidence Bridges/Corridors/Operations

*Landslides as they apply to bridges in this study were not calculated during the risk analysis. In Illinois, the 
type of landslide which would cause significant damage to the structure would be associated with a flooding 
event. To prevent “double-counting” in the risk analysis, landslides’ effects on bridges was factored in the risk 
under flooding. 
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Low Risk Low Sensitivity/Low Exposure

Medium-Low Risk High Sensitivity/Low Exposure

Medium-High Risk Low Sensitivity/High Exposure

High Risk High Sensitivity/High Exposure

Part 3: Measuring Vulnerability

The hazards were secondarily evaluated as to whether the 
projected climate change scenario could change the level of 
risk, which could in turn impact overall vulnerability. The key 
point of this portion of the evaluation was not to find if the 
scenario resulted in a change in weather events, but whether 
those changes could be measurably determined to alter the 
level of risk. For example, the prediction that Illinois could 
receive either an additional 4 inches, or 4 fewer inches of snow 
on average per winter would not alter the risk posed to the 
transportation system because supporting infrastructure is 
present to handle the cumulative events. However, predicting 
an increase or decrease in earthquake magnitudes across 
Illinois would alter the risk posed because infrastructure may or 
may not be built to handle the change.  

Criticality Index values were generated for each individual asset 
included in the study. The difference between the risk analysis 
and the maintenance analysis is with regard to evaluating an 
individual asset or a portion of the system. The risk analysis 
progresses each individual asset forward to generate a Risk 
Analysis Index value based on the hazards which could produce 
a damage event. The maintenance analysis progresses a self-
contained discussion of those hazards which have the potential 
to influence changes to design standards, maintenance 
requirements, or life cycle costs of asset categories but do not 
pose an imminent threat to any specific asset. 

Risk is the combination of exposure and sensitivity. The process 
for evaluating risk begins similar to criticality by developing and 
selecting information about an asset in relation to the hazard. 
Unlike criticality, where the final classification of an individual 
asset is derived on the importance of the asset relative to other 
assets within the transportation network, classification of risk 
for an individual asset is derived only from the relativity of the 
hazards (i.e. criticality = asset compared to other assets; risk 
= asset compared to hazard). Classification of risk is based on 
the combinations of exposure and sensitivity. For this study, 
variables were established to determine if an asset had a low or 
high probability of exposure to the hazards, and if it had a low 
or high sensitivity to the hazards. These produced the following 
four classifications: 

    EXPOSURE
X SENSITIVITY
    RISK
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Only hazards with the potential for a ‘damage event’ were 
carried forward in the risk analysis. The risk analysis evaluated 
each asset against all hazards simultaneously. An asset is at 
‘high risk’ if it is considered sensitive and exposed to any single 
hazard. Level of Exposure will always be specific to each hazard 
type; however, sensitivity factors may be shared between 
hazards (e.g. an exposed bridge piling foundation may indicate 
susceptibility to damage from both flooding and earthquake 
events). It should be noted that the likelihood and/or frequency 
of a damage event was not considered in the assessment, only 
that it could occur (i.e. risk was assigned regardless of whether 
there was a 10% or 90% chance). 

The variables used to measure sensitivity and exposure are 
important for maintaining consistency in the process between 
capturing the existing risks and how future changes can 
predict whether those risks increase or decrease. The four 
combinations of sensitivity and exposure provide flexibility to 
recalibrate risks if the asset becomes more sensitive to hazards, 
or more exposed. A simplified example of risk categories for a 
bridge are shown here.

Low Risk Designed to handle an earthquake of 7.0 magnitude, in 
a zone not anticipated to have an earthquake larger than 
2.0

Medium-Low Risk No specific seismic design considerations, in a zone 
not anticipated to have an earthquake larger than 2.0 
magnitude

Medium-High Risk Designed to handle an earthquake of 7.0 magnitude, in a 
zone anticipated to have earthquakes of 7.0

High Risk No specific seismic design considerations, in a zone antic-
ipated to have an earthquake of 7.0 magnitude

This example isolates a bridge asset paired with a seismic hazard. Risk categories/combinations identify 
potential exposure to earthquakes and whether the infrastructure can withstand an earthquake. The full model 
simultaneously evaluates all hazards to produce the risk classification, but still captures each independently so 
the reviewer can identify which hazard(s) trigger an elevated risk factor if present (i.e. could it be flooding or 

earthquakes that caused an increase).
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Part 3: Measuring Vulnerability

HOW TO MEASURE EXPOSURE
 

Earthquakes: What seismic zone is the asset located in? 
Distinct zones have been designated in Illinois based on the 

underlying soil types and the distance from primary fault lines. 

Sinkholes: Is the asset located within a karst area? 

Landslides: Is the asset located within a low, medium, or high landslide 
incidence zone? The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) has developed maps in 

Illinois identifying areas of potential landslides based on past records. 

Subsidence: Has the asset been constructed over an area with known mines? The Illinois 
State Geological Survey (ISGS) maintains maps of active and closed underground mining 
operations within the state. 

High Winds: Are you in Illinois? Tornadoes and straight-line winds can occur 
anywhere in the state. Any asset located above ground has the potential to be 

exposed. 

Flooding: What hydraulic studies have been performed? Flooding occurs 
in many forms and under various conditions. Flood information may 

come from floodplain mapping, asset specific modeling, or historical 
records. 
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IDOT routinely 
completes bridge 
condition checks to 
identify potential 
problems. 

HOW TO MEASURE 
SENSITIVITY 

Sensitivity can be indicated by either the type or 
condition of an asset. 

By type: Buildings can be destroyed by high winds while 
roadways and most types of bridges remain unaffected during 

the storm besides collecting debris. 

By condition: Bridge condition assessments are completed 
on a rotational basis by IDOT to identify potential issues 
such as fractures in structural components or scouring 

of the approaching roadway embankment. A 
combination of characteristics of type and 

condition was developed for the asset 
groups to indicate a measurement of 

sensitivity. 
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WHICH NATURAL HAZARDS ARE AFFECTED BY CLIMATE CHANGE? 
HOW DOES THIS IMPACT RISK? 

Damage Events
      Flooding  
      High Winds
      Earthquakes

UNAFFECTED BY CLIMATE CHANGE (IN ILLINOIS)
Earthquakes: Glaciers weigh a lot, so much so that they tend to deform the Earth’s crust. When they advance, the land 
underneath is squished. When they retreat, the land begins to slowly rise again like a memory foam pillow. The rising of the crust 
is referred to as either glacial or isostatic rebound. Lands today are still rebounding from the last ice age, which in combination 
with tectonic forces directly influences how areas around the world are experiencing sea level rise. The southern coast of Alaska, 
for example, is rising faster than sea level is rising. While the worldwide retreat of glaciers does have an impact on crustal plates, 
there is no evidence to suggest significant change in seismic activity from the fault lines in and near Illinois would occur over the 
course of the next century. 

Sinkholes & Subsidence: Sinkhole formation in Illinois occurs from the dissolution of carbonate rock (limestone) by water 
moving through bedrock. Some human activities can cause groundwater levels to repetitively drop then recharge (such as heavy 
groundwater pumping for irrigation of croplands) are known to influence sinkhole formation. As noted in the general climate 
discussion, the intensity of summer droughts over the coming decades is projected to increase. This could prompt greater use of 
agricultural irrigation, but sinkhole formation is a long process. If an increase in groundwater pumping did occur over time, change 
in the rate of sinkhole formation would be highly localized and difficult to detect potential impacts to infrastructure. 

Landslides:  Climate change has been demonstrated to influence the threat of landslides under various conditions. In Alaska, the 
permafrost has been increasingly thawing, which has created unstable slopes within mountain passes. Recent increases in rainfall 
intensity in western Oregon and Washington has produced destructive landslides. In 2009, twenty-three counties in Washington 
were designated as federal disaster areas due to landslides triggered by heavy rains. This hazard can be influenced by climate 
change, but the conditions in Illinois are not such that they compare to these other areas. 

Cumulative Events
      Snow & Ice Accumulation
      Freeze/Thaw Cycling
      Extreme Temperatures (Cold)
      Extreme Temperatures (Heat)

      Landslides
      Sinkholes
      Subsidence

Part 3: Measuring Vulnerability
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Snow & Ice: On average, winters will become shorter with most 
years producing extended fall and spring periods, with the most 
dramatic effects likely in Northern Illinois. Using the phrase 
‘on average’ again, winters will become warmer, but the result 
may be better described as weather becoming less predictable 
year to year. Recent history provides some examples of what 
may be expected to become the new normal. The winter of 
2014-2015 produced one the coldest and heaviest snowfall 
totals recorded across the state. The following winter (2015-
2016) produced well above average temperatures and although 
the total amount of precipitation received was in the normal 
range, it featured very little snowfall; the winter was the fourth 
warmest on record for Rockford, which also received less than 
half the normal amount of snow. The variability in weather over 
the winter periods will mean the existing infrastructure IDOT 
uses to keep roadways free of ice and snow will continue to be 
required, despite a predicted ‘on average’ rise in temperature.  

Extreme Temperatures (Cold):  As described under snow and 
ice, winters will generally become shorter and warmer in the 
coming decades, but variability will remain to periodically 
produce extremely cold winters. Weather patterns influenced 
by the Arctic and North Atlantic Oscillations will periodically 
result in the plunging of arctic air mass over the Midwest. The 
anticipation of having generally warmer winters reduces the 
total number of days of extreme cold; however, the risk remains 
unchanged as the supporting infrastructure will continue to be 
required. 

Wind: The intensity and frequency of severe thunderstorms 
are anticipated to increase in Illinois over the coming decades. 
The Fujita scale of F0-F5 is used to designate the estimated 
wind speed of these events with F0 being the slowest (less than 
75mph) and F5 being the most intense (in excess of 300mph). 
Any event equaling an F2 or higher has the potential to destroy 
buildings. Because the methodology used does not consider the 
frequency, only whether the damage event can occur, and the 
existing intensity already produces damage events, an increase 
in frequency or intensity does not change the level of the 
hazard. 

CLIMATE CHANGE AFFECTS THE HAZARD…. BUT NOT THE RISK

Predicting winters in 
Illinois is a challenge under 

the current conditions, 
but predicting them under 
climate change scenarios 
may be best summarized 

as a collective shoulder 
shrug. Winters will trend 

warmer, but some winters 
may be dominated by 

events of freezing rain, 
others by snow, and others 

still by rainfall. It may be 
hard to define what an 

average winter will bring. 
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AFFECTED BY CLIMATE CHANGE AND POTENTIALLY CHANGE THE RISK

Flooding: Flash floods occur because of high rainfall intensity; 
i.e. a lot of rain in a short amount of time. Non-flash flooding 
(also known as riverine flooding), occurs because of the pure 
volume of rain over a large area. An important distinction 
between them is flash floods are localized while riverine floods 
are regional. Five inches of rain falling over the course of a 
couple hours isolated over the Quad Cities will cause creeks 
to overflow their banks. In this case, municipal storm sewers 
would not drain fast enough and basements and streets would 
consequently flood, but the level of the Mississippi will not 
rise. Now imagine five inches of rainfall spread across Iowa, 
Wisconsin, and Illinois. This would create so much runoff 
that the Mississippi River would respond. Climate change 
has increased ocean temperatures which generates more 
moisture in the atmosphere. The additional moisture creates 
the situations for storms to produce heavier rainfall events 
anywhere they develop….including over Illinois. 

Freeze/Thaw: With extreme variability anticipated to become the new normal winter weather in Illinois, not every year will 
produce more freeze/thaw cycles across the state. However, it is likely that the warming winter trend mixed with the variability will 
produce more cycles on average. The rate of asphalt deterioration and extent of pothole formations are affected by the number 
of these cycles. More cycling can cause an increase in problems associated with pavement rutting and potholes, which can impact 
overall life cycle costs and annual operational maintenance. 

Extreme Temperatures (Heat): Days at or above 95⁰F is a general benchmark used to estimate both design specifications and 
anticipated maintenance related to heat buckling issues (for both roadways and railroad tracks). Depending on localized conditions 
of rail steel, or roadway pavement, buckling can occur at higher or lower temperatures, but 95⁰F provides a frame of reference. 
The change over time regarding increases in summer temperatures can include higher peak temperatures (i.e. record setting 
temperatures), but the more meaningful number for transportation infrastructure in Illinois will be both the total number and 
greatest consecutive number of days in the nineties. As with freeze/thaw cycling, the increase in the number of days above 95⁰F 
negatively impacts life cycle costs and annual operational maintenance needs.

“Increased flooding 
events can cause 
greater damage 
within a single storm; 
increased summer 
temperatures can 
create an increase 
in maintenance 
problems.” 
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Flooding  

High Winds

Earthquakes

Landslides

Sinkholes

Subsidence

Snow & Ice Accumulation

Freeze/Thaw Cycling

Extreme Temperatures (Cold)

Extreme Temperatures (Heat)

HAZARDS WITH THE POTENTIAL FOR THE 
CHANGE TO AFFECT MEASURED RISK

Flooding  

High Winds

Earthquakes

Landslides

Sinkholes

Subsidence

Snow & Ice Accumulation

Freeze/Thaw Cycling

Extreme Temperatures (Cold)

Extreme Temperatures (Heat)

Based on our vulnerability 
assessment, the hazards 

which have the potential to be 
impacted by climate change and 
could affect measured risk are 
Flooding, Freeze/Thaw Cycling, 

and Extreme Heat.
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HOW ARE THE POTENTIAL CHANGES TO RISKS MEASURED? 

Anticipated changes to cumulative hazards of Freeze/Thaw and Heat will occur gradually over time. The changes in risk are not represented by single events which 
can cause system failures, rather subtle events resulting in more maintenance activities. Addressing these impacts requires proactive planning to develop future 
design specifications which may not be necessary to implement for several years (until a trigger point in average or peak temperatures is reached). For example, 
asphalt resurfacing is typically necessary every seven years on highways. As temperatures rise, the asphalt formulations used in current design specifications may 
need adjusted to maintain the normal design life cycle. Separately, as winter soil moisture levels increase, both heat buckling in the summer and frost heaving in 
the spring can be exacerbated. Frost heaving generates conditions for pothole formation and pavement rutting. Design specifications to improve drainage and 
moisture control within the sub-soils and base layers may need to be modified. These hazards do not need to be directly measured on an individual asset basis 
within this study, but do need to be monitored for determining appropriate times to implement new standards. 

Changes to risk from catastrophic floods are already underway; flood intensities have increased over the past several decades and will continue to increase in the 
coming decades. Risk from flooding is not ubiquitous to the assets like a cumulative impact, but specific to each asset. Risk cannot be evaluated on the basis of 
whether or not the asset crosses a waterway, rather on the characteristics of the waterway. Two equally important variables must be predicted before estimating 
any change in the risk from flooding: 1) What might the new rainfall intensity be? and 2) How may the new rainfall intensity affect the flood elevations of a given 
waterway? 

Predicting the change in rainfall intensity 
Weather events are localized and sensitive to slight changes; what separates a EF3 from an EF4 tornado, or an ice storm from a snowstorm can be very minor and 
very specific to the location or the time of day the storm forms. Global climate models use historical weather information to predict trends in major circulation 
patterns. Climate change predictions are made by adjusting inputs in the models which produce outputs of annual or seasonal conditions over grid blocks generally 
representing hundreds of square miles. For rainfall, the trends generate estimates (with a defined degree of confidence) on how much precipitation will occur in a 
grid block over a three-month period, but this does not directly predict how large storms will be within that timeframe. 

In addition to determining how to translate a seasonal estimate into a peak storm event, an underlying question remains about what future to align the estimate 
with. Greenhouse gas emissions are the primary driver of climate change. How much carbon will be in the atmosphere in the year 2050, 2080, or 2100? This 
answer is partially dependent on the carbon policy decisions of different nations all over the globe. 

Rather than picking a single future scenario, two futures were estimated using a ‘high’ and ‘low’ emissions forecast developed by the Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change’s (IPCC). These different scenarios predict Illinois to experience an increase of annual precipitation between the range of 3-9%. Although an 
annual increase in precipitation does not necessarily correspond to the same increase in peak storm events, the study team deemed it appropriate to establish an 
adjustment factor of 3% and 10% increase to be applied to peak storm flows. 

Part 3: Measuring Vulnerability
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Predicting the change to 
flood elevations
A hydraulic study is completed 
for each highway or railway 
drainage structure as part 
of the structure design. A 
hydraulic study calculates 
the flow of water in cubic 
feet per second, represented 
as ‘Q’ for 10-/50-/100-/500-
year storm events (flow is a 
product of rainfall intensity 
and watershed characteristics: 
a drainage in a deep, steep 
valley produces more flow 
than a wide, flat prairie with 
the same amount of rain). 
These different flows are used 
to calculate the elevation of 
the water in the stream/river 
during each event. Depending 
on the type of route (interstate, county highway, urban street), 
and the anticipated lifespan of the drainage structure, the 
structure is designed to pass either the 50-year or the 100-year 
flow.  

Event Interval  Flow (Q) Water Elevation (ft)
50-year   14,345  601.0
100-year  16,190  601.6
500-year  21,320  602.8

Existing hydraulic studies provided the means to estimate 
water elevations under the climate change scenario. A slope 
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regression analysis was generated from the original hydraulic 
calculations. This analysis predicts new water level elevations 
if the flows were modified, as long as the flow does not exceed 
the ‘Q’ of the 500-year interval. For this study, the 3% and 
10% climate adjustment factors were applied to the historical 
50- and 100-year flows to project new flood elevations. This 
strategy did not attempt to determine the worst possible 
flooding event, rather it sought to determine what a reasonable 
adjustment to a design criterion would produce when applied 
to existing infrastructure. What does a flood look like in a 100-
year storm if a 100-year storm is increased by 3 or 10% from 
the current standard? 

 *Part of the mathematical process converts the flow data into a logarithmic scale, the x-axis represents the flow under the structure

Existing IDOT hydraulic 
studies for Illinois bridge 

structures serve as the basis 
for estimating the difference 

in water elevations under 
climate change. 
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CONCLUSION
The methodology developed for the study generated an independent evaluation of IDOT’s assets for criticality, risks, and vulner-
ability at existing conditions. Further, the study evaluated how climate change may impact risk. Symmetry was maintained in the 
evaluation process for criticality, risk, and vulnerability such that each step classified the assets into one of four levels, with Level/
Class 1 being of the lowest and Level/Class 4 being of the highest degree of criticality/risk/vulnerability.  While detailed informa-
tion cannot be provided for security reasons, the findings of the study for the different assets can be generalized. Of the four clas-
sifications, assets within Levels 3 and 4 represent those where consideration of mitigating measures may be warranted to increase 
the resiliency of the transportation system. These tables summarize the results of the study for the risk and vulnerability classifica-
tions of the existing conditions. The climate change adjustments for flooding were calculated separately.    

Transportation 
Category

Class 1 and Class 2 
(%)

Class 3 and Class 4 
(%)

Bridges 88.3 11.7

Road Corridors 71.8 28.2

Rail Corridors 90.6 9.4

Operations 56.7 43.3

Transportation 
Category

Class 1 and Class 2 
(%)

Class 3 and Class 4 
(%)

Bridges 98.4 1.6

Road Corridors 96.6 3.4

Rail Corridors 96.0 4.0

Operations 90.5 9.5

Asset Risk Summary Vulnerability Summary

This summary table represents the percentage of assets within the different 
transportation categories identified to fall within the upper and lower levels 
of risk classification. These percentages represent infrastructure potentially 
directly exposed and sensitive to one or more of the various event hazards. 

This summary table represents the percentage of assets within the different 
transportation categories identified to within the upper and lower levels of 
vulnerability classification. These percentages represent consideration of both 
the importance of and risk to the assets to highlight those which should be 
given priority as part of the transportation planning process.   

Part 3: Measuring Vulnerability
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IDOT coordinates with numerous transportation and emergency response agencies, including the Illinois Emergency Management 
Agency (IEMA), Illinois State Police (ISP), Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), Illinois State Toll Highway Authority 
(ISTHA), Office of the State Fire Marshal, and municipalities across the state. As partners, IDOT and these agencies develop 
emergency response plans to a wide variety of potential scenarios. The development of this All-Hazards Vulnerability Assessment 
provides crucial information for planning efforts to identify potential issues with key pieces of infrastructure in relation to various 
conditions. If an earthquake strikes southern Illinois, which bridges and which routes may be impacted? If there is a flood event 
occurring over a multi-county area, which corridors may be temporarily impassable? Each of the risks evaluated has the potential 
to impact the transportation system, and impacts can be compounded if multiple emergencies occur simultaneously. Offsetting 
risk and establishing contingencies is not possible without understanding the vulnerabilities in the system. 

Although previous studies have been performed on a localized basis throughout the state, this is the first study to provide a 
comprehensive assessment of the statewide resources managed by IDOT. The methodology establishes a foundation for future 
studies to adjust and improve the evaluation process as more data become available over time. Transportation planning in Illinois 
occurs at the local, regional, and statewide level. The division of the assessment into the different indices allows planners on each 
level the opportunity to have additional information on their transportation resources to assist in prioritization and/or mitigation. 
Even in a non-critical corridor, it may be justified to retrofit a bridge to increase the resiliency against earthquakes. A critical 
corridor may not have a flooding issue currently, but flooding problems could be projected under a climate change scenario; 
the corridor may justify a future improvement project to incorporate higher flood elevation design criteria as a contingency. 
The information associated with these different aspects is now available to planners and provides the state the ability to further 
enhance its decision making process for allocating fiscal resources to transportation projects.     
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WHEN WEATHER BECOMES CLIMATE

Why isn’t it called weather change? 

The earth is not a static place. Over geologic timeframes the 
oceans have risen and fallen as ice ages have come and gone. 
The continental plates shift around the surface of the planet 
like a rough game of shuffleboard. As the continents move they 
can cause changes in the ocean currents and create mountain 
chains which reach into the sky to impact how the wind blows. 
Solar flares, volcanic activity, salinity of the ocean…. the list 
can go on, but all these variables intermingle with each other 
to generate the climate that exists on earth at a given point in 
time. 

A meteorologist, oddly enough, doesn’t study meteors. We do, 
however, rely on them to know whether to take an umbrella, 
if it’s OK to wear shorts, or whether we are going to need to 
put on a sweater before heading out the door. A meteorologist 
tells us what to expect about the weather outside Sunday 
through Saturday. In contrast, a climatologist doesn’t predict 
the weather per se. They won’t tell us what the chance of rain 
on a Tuesday in 50 years will be. A climatologist seeks to predict 
what the overall conditions of an area should be based on the 
available data. While a person may study to be both things, 
meteorology and climatology are distinct. In the process of 
discussing climate change, the subtle separation of weather 
from climate is important to note.

A flash flood on July 15, 2017 resulted in the death of nearly ten 
members of a family near Payson, Arizona. At the time of the 
incident the southwestern U.S. was experiencing a drought in a 
period where temperatures were sustained above 100 degrees 
Fahrenheit (F) for weeks. The flood was caused by a pop-up 
thunderstorm which developed miles from the swimming hole 
the family was enjoying that afternoon. This tragedy occurred 
due to an event of weather, not an event of climate. 

Historic and archaeological records can describe two separate 
cultures which flourished for centuries in the period roughly 
before 1300 (A.D.): the Anasazi and Vikings. The Anasazi were 
located in the southwest U.S. and were able to subsist on 
sustainable agricultural practices on the mesas. The Vikings 
developed a dominant seafaring society across the northern 
Atlantic Ocean extending from Norway to Newfoundland. 
Around 1300, cooler conditions began to set in globally. 
This caused glaciers to expand, sea ice to thicken, growing 
seasons to shorten, and changes in weather patterns which 
caused droughts in some areas and floods in others. Rains 
already scarce became even less frequent in the southwest, 
crippling the crop production of the Anasazi and forcing them 
to abandon their homelands. Harsher winters and increased 
sea ice crippled both agriculture and ability for safe ship 
passage across the Viking’s territory, forcing them to abandon 
settlements and dissipate into other cultures. These two 
civilizations disappeared within a short timeframe as a result of 
a shift in climate, the cumulative effect of weather, not due to 
any specific event of weather. 
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Part 4: Climate & Weather

Weather
The state of the 

atmosphere with respect 
to temperature, wind 

speed, precipitation, etc. 
at a given location.  

Climate
The description of the 
prevailing (expected) 

types of weather 
conditions for a given 

location.

DRIVING FORCES OF WEATHER

Scotland is situated at roughly the same latitude as Juneau, 
Alaska?
The fundamentals we learned in grade school of the earth as a 
spinning ball with its axis tilted relative to the sun formed our 
first understanding of what causes the seasons and why the 
north and south poles are covered in ice. Following this lead, 
the inclination of climate typically follows that the closer a 
person gets to the poles the colder the ambient temperature 
will become, and conversely, hotter as the equator is 
approached. Yet consider that London, England is farther north 
than Montreal, Canada. England is known for mild winters while 
Montreal is nicknamed the ‘underground city’ for the harsh 
winters. Prior to diving into the topic of how climate change 
may be experienced in Illinois, a brief detour into the forces that 
drive the weather patterns is appropriate. 

01 GRAVITY

02 DENSITY

03 SPEED

04 INERTIA

05 TEMPERATURE

06 PRESSURE

WHAT DRIVES WEATHER?

The key difference between weather and climate is time scale 
and the act of the personal physical experience. Weather is 
the specific events that occur: a tornado that devastates a 
community, timely rains that produce a bumper crop, or a 
perfect warm sunny day on the beach. Climate uses all the 
known information from the past to describe (or predict) the 
relative conditions a person might anticipate encountering if 
they were able to travel through time and space. Climate seeks 
to project average seasonal or annual measures of temperature, 
precipitation, etc.; projection of weather is focused on the here 
and now such to say there will be a high of 56 degrees with a 
20% chance of rain in the afternoon. Weather changes daily, but 
it takes years to identify changes in climate. 
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01
GRAVITY

The earth is spinning at approximately 1,000 miles per hour (mph) at the equator, but the centrifugal force doesn’t throw everything off the face of the 
planet because the gravity from the mass of the earth pulls everything toward the center.  Gravity pulls on molecules and atoms the same way it pulls on 
apples and elephants, if not, all the gases would have blown away leaving a barren and rocky surface long ago.  Gravity is constant and indirectly inputs 
some of the energy into the system as gases interact with one another being pulled toward the surface.  

02
DENSITY

As demonstrated by the famous experiment of a feather and cannonball in a vacuum, gravity will pull both objects at the same speed when there is no resistance. 
However, the atmosphere is not a vacuum, thus the cannonball always wins. The natural properties of gases cause them to act like strangers on a subway and actively 
spread out from each other. Gravity pulls down, the gases push back on each other as they get closer together. Like the cannonball cuts through the air faster than 
the feather, denser gases cut through the lighter ones to get closer to the surface. These interactions help form the layers of the atmosphere. 

03
SPEED

Cape Canaveral, Florida and Houston, Texas are used as primary launching sites for sending rockets into space not because the scientists and engineers 
appreciated beautiful beaches and longhorn cattle, but because they are the two southernmost states in the U.S. (i.e. closest to the equator). Due to the 
shape of the planet, this provides the rockets at these locations with extra starting speed compared to northern states. The farther away from the axis, 
the faster an object on the planet surface is moving. While the rotation at the equator is ~1,000 mph, Houston and Cape Canaveral are moving roughly 
100 mph slower, but a person standing near the north or south pole is moving at less than 1 mph. 

04
INERTIA

While we don’t feel it, the speed of the earth’s rotation is captured in us. When we jump straight up we come down in the same spot because the earth 
and us, in that spot, are moving at the same speed.  However, jumping out of a moving vehicle a person arcs forward and outward with the extra inertia 
of the vehicle, and the ground will let them know the two are moving at very different speeds. The difference in speeds between the equator and poles 
causes an inertial shift (also referred to as deflection). This causes ocean currents and prevailing winds to spin clockwise in the northern hemisphere and 
counter-clockwise in the southern.

Molecular atoms, like a lazy college roommate, always seek to find a low energy state. Atoms convert excess energy into heat energy which then is 
radiated outward allowing them to reduce their energy state. The hot sand underfoot on the beach can be thought of as the grains of sand trying to 
cool themselves off. Applying energy does two significant things: it causes objects to radiate heat and can alter density. Two of the same air molecules 
at different temperatures have different densities and will act like oil and water with the warmer (less dense) rising above. This is the basic principle that 
allows hot air balloons to float in the sky, and why they must intermittently heat the air inside the balloon.   

05
TEMPERATURE

06
PRESSURE

Air pressure is the force exerted on us by the sum of the air molecules surrounding us. Because colder air molecules are denser, they occupy less space 
requiring more molecules in the same space to equal the same pressure. When a car tire which was filled with air at 80⁰F cools to 15 degrees the air will 
shrink, but will expand again once the temperature is raised. The tire does not lose air as the temperature cools, but still loses pressure. The take away 
point for pressure is that high pressure exerts force outward, low pressure is a negative pressure pulling things inward.   

Referring back to these six fundamental components can be helpful when thinking about what drives the forces of nature to produce 
weather patterns. Everything from the formation of a hurricane to the melting of polar ice caps can be broken down and traced back to 
these concepts. The interaction of these forces drives the events that create weather by controlling the ocean currents, establishing the 

primary convection cells, forming the jet streams, and localizing pressure cells. 
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Ocean Circulation
Three-quarters of the earth is covered in water, which means 
the bulk of the energy of the sun hitting the planet is being 
absorbed by the oceans. The major ocean currents soak up that 
heat and distribute it around the globe. The heat in the oceans 
helps mediate daily and seasonal temperature swings around 
the globe. The rotation of the earth causes the major ocean 
currents to spin clockwise in the northern hemisphere and 
counter-clockwise in the southern. The warm equatorial waters 
are carried towards the poles, but the ocean currents are not 
two dimensional. 

Dominant currents move both horizontally and vertically 
through parts of their cycles. Sea ice is predominately fresh 
water. This may not seem significant but the way salt water 
forms freshwater ice plays a big role in ocean currents. Salt 
lowers the freezing point of water (which is why it is applied to 
the roads during the winter). As ocean water cools to the point 
where it begins to form ice, the salt does not freeze with the 
water. The salinity (concentration of salt in the water) increases 
under the ice as it forms because of the salt being separated 
from the water contained in the ice. The higher salinity makes 
this layer of water denser and colder than even the water at the 
bottom of the ocean, triggering a downward current as it sinks. 

Land and water retain and radiate 
heat differently. Land will heat 
up extremely quickly and just as 
quickly shed heat once the sun 
has set. This is the reason why a 
desert may be well over 100⁰F 
during the day and drop below 
50⁰F overnight. Water is the 
opposite, with temperatures in 
large bodies of water tending to 
change substantially only season-
ally and not daily. For being so far 
north, the United Kingdom has a 
relatively warm temperate climate 
due to the warm ocean waters 
surrounding it. This is supported 
by the warm Atlantic Gulf current 
flowing off the eastern side of the 
United States. 

The oceans are all connected through these complex 
interactions of heat and density transfers, and the ability of the 
ocean to absorb and redistribute heat around the globe plays 
a significant role in weather patterns. The ocean currents are 
not 100% consistent in their movements, and cyclical events 
– a slowing of the current here, a larger than normal raise in 
surface water temperatures there – can trigger weather events 
referred to as oscillations. One oscillation farmers in Illinois 
pay particular attention to is the El Nino-Southern Oscillation 
(ENSO) which produce El Nino and La Nina years.  These 
drive drought years and flood years in the Midwest and are 
impacted by sub-surface ocean temperatures in the Pacific. A 
minor change in temperature from stronger or weaker ocean 
currents can change atmospheric circulation for a year or 
more. Oscillations are part of global variability patterns; climate 
change looks beyond these normal patterns. 
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Location, location, location is the 
key phrase in real estate. A globe 
and marker is all that is needed 
to see how these convection 
cells impact climate. The air in 
the upward circulation near the 
poles and the equator carries a 
significant amount of moisture 
which is released as rain and snow 
when initially cooled. By the time 
the circulation of these two cells 
converge over the mid-latitude 
zone they have released nearly all 
the original moisture meaning as 
the air falls toward the ground it 
is ‘moisture hungry’. Tropical rain 
forests all occur within the updraft 
areas between the Tropic of Cancer 
and Capricorn (which mark the 
latitudes where the sun consistently 
shines for 12 hours each day 
year-round). Conversely, most of 
the world’s desert environments 
occur where the downdraft of the 
convection cells meets near the 
mid-latitudes.  Winter (Dec) Solstice Summer (Jun) Solstice

Equator

Equinox

Note the changes in shape of 
the convection cells near the 
poles during both the winter 
and summer solstice

Convection Cells
The difference between a regular oven and a convection oven is the circulation of the warm air. In a regular oven, the hottest 
air rises to the top and sits statically; a convection oven uses a fan inside the oven to circulate the air around to keep an even 
temperature everywhere inside. The earth doesn’t have a fan, but the heat radiating off the planet’s surface generates a pattern 
of air circulation which distributes mass volumes of air around the globe. A planetary fan is not necessary for circulation as the 
rising air slowly cools higher up in the atmosphere causing it to fall back toward the surface. Although warm air can rise locally 
anywhere on earth, an overall system forms from major zones of rising air occurring near the Antarctic and Arctic Circles and at 
the Equator, and falling air near the mid-latitudes. These establish three separate convection cells in the northern and southern 
hemispheres. 

The tilt of the earth on its axis relative to the sun is what causes our seasons and the updraft of the polar air near the Arctic and 
Antarctic Circles. The tilt also triggers the cells to change in size throughout the year as they slide north and south as the angle of 
the sunlight hitting the earth changes. The image presented below captures an idyllic representation of the convection cells rising 
and falling consistently, though in reality the air currents are constantly fluctuating in strength, size, and speed as they interact.  
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Jet Streams 
Jet streams are thin bands of fast moving air which occur high 
in the atmosphere at the boundaries of the convection cells. 
The streams would not occur if not for the cells, but they 
function independently from them. While the correlation is not 
one for one, use this analogy for a visualization tool: Imagine 
when rain water droplets hit the ground they follow the 
landscape to the lowest points where the droplets consolidate 
into rivers. The jet streams are akin to a lot of individual air 
molecules getting together to form a river of wind in the sky.

The streams form due to the combination of the earth’s rotation and temperature/pressure 
differentials which develop at the boundaries of the cells. They always flow easterly due to the 
direction of rotation and can reach speeds in excess of 200mph. The locations of the jets streams 
provide clues to where the boundaries of the convection cells are and help meteorologists 
predict how major weather patterns may develop as they shift from north to south. Part of what 
we experience in seasonality is an expression of where the boundaries of the cells fall. As winter 
approaches, the polar jet stream slips south, bringing colder temperatures to Illinois. As summer 
approaches, the polar jet stream slides north, bringing warmer temperatures.   

The complex movements of the air circulation make it tricky to capture the exact motion in a 
two-dimensional image, let alone the degree of twisting and turning going on as the convection 
cells squish and squeeze each other. For a secondary visualization tool, imagine the jet streams 
flowing eastward across the globe as an amusement park ride. On this ride, giant sized kids are 
sliding along on rafts next to each other inside two very flexible slip-n-slide tubes (with the tubes 
representing the jet streams). The slip and sliders get thrown left and right while the convection 
cells are constantly being distorted. The momentum of the kids can push on the cells as it forces 
them to turn, the jet streams affects where the boundary of the cells are while also having to 
follow them. It is a bumpy ride and the kids sometimes end up bumping into each other, but the 
slide keeps on going. 

Recalling the deflection described during the discussion about inertia, 
objects in motion on the Earth’s surface cannot move in a straight line 
when changing latitudes because of difference in the relative speeds. 
The deflection causes movement in the northern hemisphere to shift 
to the right, while the southern hemisphere shifts left, but the shift is 
always relative to the direction moved. Because the flow of air at the top 
and bottom of a cell is moving in opposite directions north and south 
(one toward the equator, one toward the poles), they are also moving 
in opposite directions east and west. They both shift right, thus the flow 
heading towards the equator will have predominantly westerly wind 
while the flow towards the poles will have a predominantly easterly 
wind. This creates a swirling corkscrew motion within each convection 
cell, with the adjacent cell having the opposite corkscrew rotation.

Rather than 
moving in a 
two-dimensional 
pattern, the 
winds move three 
dimensionally in 
a motion more 
closely aligned 
with a corkscrew 
swirl of a roller 
coaster as they 
traverse the globe.   
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As an ancillary note, 
hurricanes and tornadoes 

spin the opposite direction 
of their respective 

hemispherical shift. Thus, 
in the northern hemisphere 

a hurricane spins counter-
clockwise. To visualize 

why this occurs imagine 
the funnel cloud as fidget 
spinner; the center of the 

spinner represents the 
point of low pressure. As 

air rushes towards the 
center it shifts right, the 
faster the low-pressure 

cell pulls the air towards it 
the harder the shift to the 
right as it approaches the 
center. This generates the 
motion of air at the edges 

of the funnel cloud shifting 
to the right causing the air 

inside the funnel to spin left/
counterclockwise, the same 

as pushing the fidget spinner 
to the right causes it to spin 

left/counterclockwise. 

Pressure Cells
If the planet was perfectly symmetrical it is possible the ocean currents, convection cells, and jet streams would not vary and 
weather would be 100% predictable. This is not the world we live in. Low pressure cells form when air is heated and rising, high 
pressure cells form when air is falling. The description of the convection cells provides a backdrop for the overarching momentum 
of global circulation, but the convection cells are constantly distorted and disrupted by isolated low- and high-pressure cells. 

Isolated pressure cells develop within the larger convection cells acting to strengthen or destabilize the 
boundaries, and act as the main drivers of localized weather events. The convection cells determine 
the framework for what kind of weather is possible, but the development of a tornado or severe 
thunderstorm is dependent on the conditions of the local pressure cells which causes them to be the 
main points of discussion on the evening weather report. The ‘H’ and ‘L’ on the weather maps indicate 
the center area of the various pressure cells. 

Energy tends to stay in balance; a strong low-pressure cell in one location can correlate with a strong high-pressure cell elsewhere. 
A strong or weak cell further correlates with differential gradients. Thinking about a hot air balloon, air heated to 100⁰F inside the 
balloon to will cause it to rise differently if the ambient air temperature is 50⁰ vs 90⁰. The greater the difference in temperatures, 
the faster the air will rise. Extreme low-pressure cells generate hurricanes, tornadoes, derechos, and severe thunderstorms from 
massive differences in temperatures and pressures. 

Highly localized pressure cells are associated with severe weather 
events (tornadoes, hurricanes, etc.), but broader persistent 
pressure cells can impact seasonal patterns. Atmospheric 
oscillations similar to oceanic oscillations (like El Nino) can occur as 
a result of slightly different mechanisms. Atmospheric oscillations 
such as the Arctic Oscillation and North Atlantic Oscillation can 
amplify or limit the strength of the high pressure ‘cap’ that 
naturally sits on top of the north pole. The stronger the high-
pressure zone, the harder the cell pushes away from the poles. 
Under higher than normal pressure conditions, bubbles or bulges 
can develop and plunge frigid polar air farther south than usual 
during the winter months (snowfall in Texas). Under lower than 
normal pressure conditions, tropical winds push warmer air farther 
north than usual during the winter months. 
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CLIMATE CHANGE

Climate change is a natural 
phenomenon. The history of 
the earth is rich with evidence 
of the times when glaciers 
advanced and retreated across 
the hemisphere. The current 
time stamp places us within 
an interglacial period, with 
the last ice age fading roughly 
10,000 years ago. Although 
humans as a species have 
been around longer, nearly the 
whole of human civilization 
is held in this short window 
of time. Having the wealth of 
knowledge gained by scientists 
over the past several hundred 
years provides a sense for 
the delicate balance that 
exists with the mechanics 
which impact the climate. 
The unique nature of our 
current existence is that we 
for the first time in our history 
have begun to understand 
our own involvement in 
those mechanics through our 
emissions of greenhouse gases 
since the industrial revolution.

Detailed recording of weather 
events, in context, has only 
been around since the 20th 
century. Scientists have been 
able to reconstruct climate 
data from around the world 
using numerous different 
methodologies (e.g. studying 
growth rings of trees or historic 
harvest records), but having 
exact daily measurements of 
precipitation, temperature, 
air pressure, humidity, etc. 
across the developed world 
has only been possible for 
the last century. Certain 
climate terminology has 
become engrained as part of 
modern infrastructure design. 
Buildings, roads, bridges, 
etc. are evaluated for their 
adaptation for, or resiliency 
to, specific projected weather 
events. To develop appropriate 
standards, engineers must 
estimate specific conditions the 
infrastructure will be exposed 
to. These standards are always 
based on the best available 
data; however, these standards 
can become restricted by the 
snapshot in time when the 
underlying estimations were 
made.

Most levees, bridges, and 
culverts are designed to meet 
event scenarios classified 
as either a 50-year, 100-
year, or 500-year event. 
This nomenclature means 
there is an expectation that 
the infrastructure will only 
encounter that size of an event 
once in the defined timeframe. 
Thus a 50-year event should 
only occur on average once 
every 50 years while a 500-
year event only once every 
500 years. These estimates 
are based on probabilities 
from the historic records, 
and probabilities allow for 
the potential to observe the 
occurrence of multiple peak 
events within a given period. 
However, while weather is 
naturally variable, when the 
trend continues it is likely 
the projection is no longer 

accurate. In other words, over 
the course of 200 years there 
should be times when 10-year 
events occur more than once 
in the same year, but also not 
recorded for a 20-year span. 
Over time these events should 
occur on average once every 
10 years. With climate change, 
understanding how to predict 
what a 10-year or 500-year 
event becomes problematic. 
This is one of the fundamental 
threats climate change poses 
to infrastructure. When levees, 
roads, and bridges no longer 
meet their intended standards, 
they could fail to withstand 
extreme weather events. 

Part 4: Climate & Weather

Extreme weather events are 
becoming more extreme due to 
climate change.
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‘Weather anomaly’ is the term for the events which fall outside 
what is considered the normal range. The 50-, 100-, or 500-year 
events are predicted anomalies engineers and planners rely on 
for designing infrastructure. These predictions are not linear, 
meaning the difference between 50-year and 100-year rainfall 
events could be 2 or 20inches depending on climatic conditions. 
Climate change not only disrupts the frequency, but also the 
intensity. Most bridges are designed to handle the 100-year 
event. The question is not whether the bridge should be built 
to the 500-year event, rather the question is “what does the 
accurate 100-year event look like?”. With extreme weather 
events becoming more extreme, identifying the appropriate 
design standards is a critical part of building infrastructure with 
resiliency. When the design standards become outdated, a 
levee which was once considered ‘overbuilt’, may no longer be 
tall enough to protect a community from flooding.

The phrase “climate change” evolved from the initial term 
global warming. The original term is accurate to the overall 
trend, but does not capture the impact of the situation quite 
the same as climate change. Global warming may give the 
impression there is only a simple trend that summers will get 
longer, and winters will get shorter. Climate change better 
describes the overall impact, as the change is not spread 
equally across the globe. Some areas will be impacted more 
than others. 

The initial heat trapped in the lower atmosphere from 
the elevated greenhouse effect from human impacts has 

been getting stored disproportionately 
in the oceans compared to ambient air 
temperatures. The National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
identified in their 2015 State of the Climate 
report that the oceans account for over 
90% of the warming in the climate system. 
Studies conducted by NASA’s Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory (JPL) from 2003-2012 identified a 
substantial amount of the warming occurred 
in the oceans at depths between 300-1,000ft 
below the surface of the sea. Due to the 
role the oceans play in the various cycles 
controlling climate, storing heat in the 
ocean is akin to charging a taser battery (the 
more juice in the battery the greater and/or 
longer the resulting jolt). 

Heat in water is a form of stored energy. 
Heat drives the hydrologic cycle through the 
transfer of energy between ice, liquid water, 
and water vapor. Ice is the lowest energy 
state of water (consider it a ‘no energy’ state 
for this discussion), and vapor is the highest 
energy state. The warmer the oceans and 
ambient air temperatures, the more water 
enters the atmosphere as vapor. More 
energy, more water, bigger storms, bigger 
anomalies. 
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“WHAT DOES IT MATTER IF THE AVERAGE GLOBAL TEMPERATURE RISES?”

Illinois Air Temperatures Rise: Average annual 
temperatures in Illinois are trending steadily upward 
over the course of the last 120 years. 

Global Ocean Temperatures Rise: Heat captured in 
the oceans has been rising faster than the global air 
temperatures over the past several decades. 
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Ocean currents rotate clockwise 
in the northern hemisphere and 

counter-clockwise in the southern 
hemisphere

meaning 
the surface waters will naturally 
rise in temperature from east to 

west along the equator 
meaning

the warmest waters should occur 
off the eastern coasts of the 

continents

Tropical depressions and 
hurricanes are massive low-

pressure cells which require warm 
waters to form

meaning 
they should generally occur 

consistently the location of the 
warmest waters, and not be 
associated with cold waters 

secondarily meaning
the warmer the water, the greater 

potential to ‘feed’ the low-
pressure cell and create bigger 

storms

Once a hurricane makes landfall, it can no longer draw heat from the 
ocean, causing the low-pressure cell to diminish in strength as the 
storm continues to track north-northeast. The remnants of a hurri-
cane still carry a vast amount of moisture. A storm that hits the coast 
in Texas, Mississippi, Louisiana could spawn severe storms as far north 
as Canada. Historical data indicate prior to the turn of the century a 
tropical system would pass through Illinois roughly every 
26 years. Not only have the intervals been getting closer together, 
but in the summer of 2005 alone, four systems moved through Illinois 
(Arlene, Dennis, Katrina, and Rita). Bigger, or just more, hurricanes can 
mean greater potential for flooding in Illinois.

Any time a tropical system makes landfall they have the potential to 
generate severe weather, including heavy rainfall. An event in 2008 
(remnants of Hurricane Ike) dropped five inches of rain across large 
parts of Illinois causing widespread flooding as it moved northward. 
These types of systems have a high potential to trigger both flash 
floods and riverine floods as they deposit so much rain over a broad 
area. 

THOUGHT EXPERIMENT: ILLINOIS IS NOT A MARINE COASTAL STATE… DOES IT MATTER 
WHETHER HURRICANES GET STRONGER OR MORE REGULAR? 

Yes. Hurricanes cannot survive as hurricanes very long after making landfall, but they do not simply disappear. 
What 
about 

Illinois? OCEAN TEMPS HURRICANES POTENTIAL FOR SEVERE WEATHER 
IN ILLINOIS

+
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THOUGHT EXPERIMENT: DOES THE WARMING TREND MEAN PLACES WILL JUST HAVE 
SHORTER WINTERS? 

No. Warming global temperatures do not treat all places equally, or limit the impacts to one season. 

Increased ocean temperatures at 
the equator allow for a stronger/

higher convection current 
meaning 

it is similar to warming the air in 
a car tire, the entire convection 

cell becomes warmer and pushes 
outward
meaning

a primary reason winters can get 
warmer is because the equatorial 

cell expands toward the poles 
pushing against the polar 

convection cell

Ocean currents will circulate 
warmer equatorial waters to the 

polar region such that less ice can 
form over the winter periods

meaning 
an increase in atmospheric mois-

ture at higher latitudes
meaning

wetter winters at higher latitudes

The jet stream represents a general demarcation zone between 
the convection cells, with warmer air on one side and cooler air 
on the other. Any change in the convection cells is reflected in 
the position and strength of the jet streams. An expansion of the 
equatorial cell correlates to a northern migration of the jet stream 
at the mid-latitudes. If the subtropical jet stream shifts toward the 
poles, the temperatures shift with it. As the migration occurs, places 
progressively begin to resemble the normal seasonal temperatures 
of the areas closer to the tropics. Illinois over time, for example, may 
experience seasonal temperatures on par with those currently in 
Tennessee, Oklahoma, or Texas. 

A change in seasonal temperatures at a particular location does not 
directly equate to the impact of the annual precipitation. The addition 
of moisture and energy into the overall weather system means on a 
global scale more precipitation will fall, but how it is distributed may 
vary differently than temperature distribution. 

WARMING 
EQUATORIAL 

WATERS

WARMING 
POLAR 

WATERS

IMPACTS IN 
SEASONAL TEMPERATURES+

Average Annual 
number of days 

above 950F*

Actual Average Temperatures 
(1980-2000)

Projected Average Temperatures 
(2041-2070)

*From the North 
American Regional 

Climate Change 
Assessment Program 

(NARCCAP) for the 
2041-2070 high (A2) 

emissions projections 
conducted in 2012

Projected Increase in Precipitation 
through 2070 (% change)
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MORE RAIN… AND MORE DROUGHT? 
Globally climate change is anticipated to increase precipitation. 
Fresh water is a precious commodity; however, the issue is 
the potential change in distribution of precipitation as a result. 
Weather patterns are dynamically linked such that a subtle 
change in one area can have major changes to another. More 
overall heat/energy in the system has the potential to do 
funny things. Strong winds develop from strong temperature/
pressure gradients. Currently the polar regions (and especially 
the north pole) are warming disproportionately to the tropics. 
During the summer months in the northern hemisphere, the 
temperature gradient between the polar updraft and the 
equatorial updraft may be diminished. The effect could be to 
reduce the speed of the sub-tropical jet stream which increases 
the likelihood for weather patterns to stall out for an extended 
period: heat waves could hang out for weeks over the Midwest, 
or conversely storms could track slower causing more frequent 
flooding in certain areas of the country. Even locations within 
the Midwest may experience the effects differently. Arkansas is 
projected to receive less annual rainfall while Illinois more.  

The Arctic Circle remains in constant darkness during the winter 
months, and although the ice sheets may be thinner from 
warming oceans, the seas at the north pole will still freeze over 
in this period of darkness. Warmer ocean waters at the edge 
of the Arctic Circle have the potential to generate stronger 
low-pressure updrafts which in turn can result in a stronger 
high-pressure zone directly over the north pole. This pent-up 
pressure can trigger episodes where the jet stream bulges 
out creating an Arctic blast over mid-latitude regions. These 
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pressure zone events can occur with or without climate change, 
but the temperature changes install greater instability of what 
is currently considered normal weather. While average winter 
temperatures in Illinois may increase, these Arctic blasts may 
occur more often then they currently do. Consider the weather 
experience from the winter of 2014-2015 where a series of 
these events caused temperatures in Atlanta to fall into the 
teens in January and New York was hit with repeated heavy 
snow storms through the winter and even had temperatures 
near zero for several days in early April.  

All the little idiosyncrasies which create weather on Earth 
interact in peculiar ways. Warmer waters at the equator start 
a Rube Goldberg effect causing ice sheets in Greenland to 
melt. As we approach the next century in Illinois, summers are 
projected to get hotter and drier, while winters get warmer and 
wetter. Annual rainfall totals are projected to increase slightly; 
however, the entire distribution is anticipated to shift with rain 
falling in more isolated seasonal periods. This creates the odd 
result of an increase in drought periods and increased flooding 
events. The amount of rainfall associated with the currently 
calculated 5-, 10-, 50-year, etc. storm events will necessarily 
need to be recalculated to account for higher events. Climate 
models do not predict more rainfall everywhere, but they 
do predict a net increase globally. These models identify the 
simultaneous creation of the conditions for increased drought 
and flooding depending on what time of year and location on 
the planet. 
 

Drought is associated with high 
pressure (air pushing down 
from the upper atmosphere 
sucking up all the moisture), 
and precipitation with low 
pressure (air rising and cooling 
providing the potential to have 
that released as precipitation). 
Not all low-pressure cells are 
created equal. A low-pressure 
cell developing over the desert 
is not able to contribute a lot 
of moisture to the atmosphere, 
one over an ocean can 
contribute plenty. 



In February of 2015, 
an instability in the 
polar jet stream caused 
a blast of polar air to 
escape as far south as 
Florida. This cold air did 
not blanket the entire 
northern hemisphere, 
rather created a pocket 
of air temperatures 
around 30 degrees 
below average in the 
Midwest while creating 
a pocket of air tempera-
tures 30 degrees above 
average in Alaska!
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Climate is an extremely complex topic and the breakdown 
provided is an attempt to simplify some of the more basic 
components into digestible bits such to facilitate discussion 
of what climate change means globally and to Illinois. Each 
year our understanding of weather phenomenon improves, 
including our own role in shaping planetary climactic processes. 
A methodology was developed using these principles to 
apply climate change adjustment factors for consideration 
of threats to Illinois transportation assets in the future.  The 
factors applied are not values set in stone, rather they reflect 
reasonable potential outcomes should the current trends 
continue. 

Current trends in climate change may mean greater precipitation, warmer temperatures, 
and weather systems that ‘hang around’ for longer periods of time. As a result, Illinois may 
experience increased seasonal droughts and flooding depending on the year.   
The question we must ask: how will these factors impact our transportation system?
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The update to the All-Hazards Transportation Vulnerability 
Assessment is not complete. This study developed a 
methodology for IDOT to incorporate evaluation factors for 
vulnerabilities to both manmade and natural hazards, and to 
consider how changes to risks from natural hazards which may 
be affected over time by climate change. The effort was focused 
on building a framework which maintained the flexibility to be 
tweaked for improvement without having to be reconstructed 
as more data become available. A limiting factor for this study, 
or any similar large-scale study, is the availability of information 
in a usable format. Information may be captured in the heads 
of personnel, cataloged in paper reports or in computer aided 
drawings, but if the information isn’t captured in a 
database format compatible with the appropriate 
software, access to the information for use in 
the model is curtailed. In a reflection of the 
old saying, ‘you get out what you put in’, the 
quality of the modelled results can only be as 
accurate as the data used. 

The quality of the data available was such 
that the model was able to produce accurate 
snapshots of the existing vulnerability of the assets, 
but there is always room for improvement. In the process 
of developing these layers of inquiry for the assets, an action 
plan was prepared identifying those areas where new data 
are needed, where updates to existing data are needed, and 
where existing data can be streamlined. Further, the action plan 
identifies strategies to integrate components of the model into 
decision making processes. With respect to a key limiting factor 
related to data needs moving forward, a completed update of 
risk evaluation for flooding under the climate change scenarios 
was not possible for all assets due a lack of data availability. 

The study developed the methodology to use the hydraulic 
information for each structure passing over water as a means 
to estimate changes to flooding potential; however, these data 
are not currently stored in a database. Copies of the hydraulic 
studies were obtained for several hundred structures randomly 
selected from across the state and manually entered into the 
models created for the project. Not all structures pass over 
water (e.g. highway overpasses), thus not all structures are 
affected by flooding. The manual collection does provide a 
representative subset of those structures that do pass over 
water to gain an understanding of how changes in flow may 
affect flooding. 

Approximately 3% of the bridges reviewed were 
impacted by a 3% increase in the 100-year event; 

approximately 8% were impacted by a 10% 
increase. A key point to take away from the 
study is that while we often focus on the ‘big 
one’, even a modest increase of 3% to flooding 
events has the potential to substantially impact 

our transportation resources. 

‘Extreme’ weather events are considered extreme 
from our current perspective. As the decades pass with more 

data collected and weather events better understood, what 
we consider extreme now may not necessarily be considered 
extreme in the future. Ongoing and planned national and 
international studies on climate change will help refine 
predictions of what the high and low edges of weather events 
will become. As a steward of the transportation system in this 
state, IDOT will be focused on identifying ways to measure and 
mitigate for all forms of hazards today and tomorrow. 

As a steward 
of the transportation 

system in this state, IDOT 
will be focused on identifying 

ways to measure and mitigate 
for all forms of hazards 
today and tomorrow.
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WHAT DOES A 3% AND 10% CHANGE 
IN FLOODING LOOK LIKE? 

The geospatial representation of the assets are lines 
and points. Modelling associated water elevations 
with the asset points and lines to create trigger 
zones which could be viewed in a tabular format. 
These were essentially a yes-or-no result output 
for the road segments and bridge points, but this 
doesn’t provide a true sense of what the increases 
in flooding look like. Provided here is a visual 
extrapolation of what these increases mean to a 
bridge crossing along Route 164. 

With this kind of information, IDOT can identify 
the degree of sensitivity the infrastructure has to 
changes in flooding events. Further, the model 
has been established such that the percentage 
of change can be interactively modified. If future 
research provides better projections, the percent 
increase can be applied to the model to prepare 
new estimated flood elevations. Planners can 
use specific local conditions or criticality values 
to justify implementing climate change flooding 
contingencies within future projects.  

DESIGNED 100-YEAR EVENT

The highlighted land represents the area of flooding which should 
occur under its designed 100-year event. Note the highlighted area 
under the bridge was left to indicate where the channel flow is, the 
bridge is not inundated in this scenario. 
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100-YEAR EVENT + 3% INCREASE IN FLOW 100-YEAR EVENT +10% INCREASE IN FLOW

A 3% increase causes the water to approach the bottom of the 
bridge but not overtop it; however, the approaching road from the 
west does become inundated in this scenario.

A 10% increase projects the water to rise above the bottom of the 
bridge.  Once the water reaches the underside, the deck acts like 
a dam causing the water to back up behind it.  Depending on that 
interaction, the flood could potentially damage or overtop the 
bridge. 
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